MAINSTAY
SERVICES
COMMERCIAL
FA C I L I T I E S
MANAGEMENT

WHO IS
M A I N S TAY ?
Mainstay is a property asset and
commercial management company
based in Worcester, Worcestershire.
Acquired by the UK’s largest property
management company FirstPort in
2020, the company acts as a sub
brand, focusing on commercial and
asset management. All property
management duties continue to be
handled by FirstPort while Mainstay’s
diverse portfolio, focuses on:

SURVEYING
AND
TECHNICAL
SERVICES
Our surveying and technical
team is project delivery driven,
covering areas from
replacement of M&E equipment,
to major cyclical maintenance
projects. The team works on
asset management and asset
life cycles plans, developing our
capabilities as an organisation.
They conduct defect analysis
assessment and reporting to
keep the portfolio in its
best condition

ASSET
MANAGEMENT
We offer asset management
(AM) services to institutional
and private investors, who are
seeking to deploy funds into
investment grade, income
generating residential property
assets, where Mainstay will
ensure the highest standards
and expectations are met.
Beyond traditional property
management, our AM services
take further due diligence in
handling finer requirements
such as insurance and
quality control.
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W H O I S M A I N S TAY ?

E S TAT E
AGENCY
O P E R AT I O N S
A sub brand of its own and an
area that has seen a recent
boom within our company,
Mainstay Lettings helps assist
landlords, both private and
corporate, have a peace of mind
when renting out their
properties. We work with estate
agencies across the country to
ensure the right tenants and
high level of attention to detail
is delivered when sourcing and
maintaining residents in our
clients’ properties.

BUILD
TO RENT

COMMERCIAL
FACILITIES
MANAGEMENT
(CFM)

We work alongside freeholders
and developers alike to ensure
their units are being maintained
to the highest standard.
Mainstay’s end-to-end BTR
solutions include building
management, letting and
tenancy management
along with a host of
residential services.

We work alongside Ascot
Services to deliver soft services
for our FTSE250 corporate
client. A partnership since 2019,
this business arm has seen
ample success, most recently in
2021 where we were Premises &
Facilities Management (PFM)
Finalists, within the corporate
and energy management
categories!

BUSINESS
PROCESS
OUTSOURCING
(BPO)
Our interpretation of white
labeling with an allencompassing twist. Our
refined systems allow for an
ingrained and stress-free level
of management behind the
scenes. Using our asset driven
model, we’re able to analyse
areas of attention and on the
ground too, ensuring you get a
rigorous verdict, beyond the
scope of an initial inspection.

RETIREMENT
HOME SEARCH
(RHS)
RHS is our in-house retirement
specialist, an estate agency
brand which is Britain’s number
one retirement property
specialist and for the past 30
years has helped thousands of
satisfied customers buy and sell
their properties with extended
assurance and guaranteed
sale services.
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COMMERCIAL
FACILITIES
MANAGEMENT
(CFM)
Mainstay delivers a specialist
commercial and facilities
management service, which
comprises of over 40 years’
experience and more than
4,000 employees nationwide.
Collaboratively, along with Ascot
Services, Mainstay provides the
facilities management support for
one of the UK’s largest insurance
companies.
The team works to reduce workplace
management by undertaking a unique and
flexible approach towards management
solutions. Our services include concierge
and security, cleaning and housekeeping,
guest services and workplace
management, health, safety and
compliance management, mobilisation,
and recruitment, and integrated
helpdesks. We also work with partners to
provide energy, environmental and waste
services, as well as mechanical, electric
and fabric facilities management.
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C O M M E R C I A L FA C I L I T I E S M A N A G E M E N T
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Why does our philosophy work? We’ve:
HOW WE CAME
TO BE
Our aim is to create and manage
inspirational workplaces which help
your employees to work at their best.
This was first identified in 2017 when we
joined forces with Ascot Services who
look after the hard services whilst
Mainstay look over the soft services.
In 2018, our corporate client, Mainstay CFM
along with Ascot Services, were involved
with becoming a new key component of
“The Property Team’ a joint team where we
all work under one vision and where
customer services were at the forefront
alongside the team ethos of succeeding
and failing together.
The team works in collaboration and forms
the “One Team” a philosophy where all three
parties have integrated to work cohesively
as one robust unit. Roles across the team
are designed to ensure they complement
each other, despite being from different
companies. Under the “One Team” umbrella,
the Mainstay and Ascot staff all strive for the
same objectives.

THE PROPERTY
TEAM IS THE
‘ONE TEAM’
The ‘One Team’ partnership’s success
stems from the individual values each
company brings. These values are
complimentary of each another and there is
a culture of belief that the success of the
vision depends on the engagement and
growth of their teams. Founded on the goal
of customer centricity, each successful
element of the three teams is shared
across the partnership, through customer
experience, technology and environment
and of course management, uniform
across the teams.
The property team emphasises the
importance of their staff. The Leadership
team prioritises their staff, ensuring they
have the right tools and opportunities to be
able to consistently deliver a high standard
of work. These objectives are revisited in
weekly meetings, so staff feel they are
members of one team, not merely
components of a bigger team.
The FM industry is growing at a rapid pace
and the roles of FMs are broadening to
encompass more responsibilities and skill
sets. Mainstay’s Property Team has become
larger and more impactful as the built
environment becomes more integral to the
ways modern society conducts business
and lifestyles.
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C O M M E R C I A L FA C I L I T I E S M A N A G E M E N T

UNIQUE
Created a unique,
innovative FM
service wrap

EXPERIENCE
Uncompromising
in driving a world
class customer
experience

VISION
Recruited bespoke
team with skills to
deliver our vision

REVOLUTIONARY
Revolutionary
transparent, open,
and honest
partnership
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W E ’ R E G R E AT
AT W H AT W E D O
As industry leaders, we’ve received
numerous awards and accreditations
for setting the standard in areas
including safety, talent and leadership.
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W E ’ R E G R E AT AT W H AT W E D O
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mainstay.co.uk

